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Green Fires is the story of Annie Saunders, a disillusioned Kennedy-era Peace Corps volunteer, returning to Ecuador,
hoping to come to terms with her traumatic experiences there. What she finds instead is a menacing and mysterious trail
which she determinedly follows--ever deeper into the jungle--uncovering a sinister secret of international dimensions.
Betas of AchievementBeing Brief Biographical Records of Members of the Beta Theta Pi who Have Achieved Distinction
in Various Fields of EndeavorThe Last GaspThe Rise and Fall of the American Gas ChamberUniv of California Press
Collects stories of escapes from kidnappers, jails, natural disasters, oppressive regimes, man-made disasters, and
military prisons.
Author Christianson tells the engaging story of captured Virginia fugitive slave Charles Nalle and those who helped him
on his way to freedom. Nalle had been aided in his initial escape from slavery by the Underground Railroad, captured,
and then forcibly freed by Harriet Tubman and others in New York in 1860. It's a well-written, well-researched story that
says as much about the tormented race relations in slavery-era America as it does about the men and women who
helped him. Annotation ?2010 Book News, Inc., Portland, OR (booknews.com).
Personal documents, art, propoganda, and stories express the Japanese American experience in internment camps after
the bombing of Pearl Harbor.
The story behind the massive white block letters set into a steep Los Angeles hillside—and the city and culture they
represent: “Terrific.”—San Francisco Chronicle To so many who see its image, the Hollywood sign represents the earthly
home of that otherwise ethereal world of fame, stardom, celebrity—the American and worldwide aspiration to be in the
limelight, to be, like the Hollywood sign itself, instantly recognizable. How an advertisement erected in 1923, touting the
real estate development Hollywoodland, took on a life of its own is a story worthy of a movie itself. Leo Braudy traces the
remarkable life of this distinctly American landmark, which has been saved over the years by a various fans and
supporters, among them Alice Cooper and Hugh Hefner, who spearheaded its reconstruction in the 1970s. He also uses
the sign’s history to offer an intriguing look at the rise of the film business from its earliest, silent days through the
development of the studio system that helped define modern Hollywood. Mixing social history, urban studies, literature,
and film, along with forays into such topics as the lure of Hollywood for utopian communities and the development of
domestic architecture in Los Angeles, The Hollywood Sign is a fascinating account of how a temporary structure has
become a permanent icon of American culture. “An entertaining tale.”—The Washington Post
I Modern times has invented its own brand of Apocalypse. Famine is no longer one of the familiar outriders. The problems of material life, and
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their political and psychological implications, have changed drastically in the course of the past two hundred years. Perhaps nothing has more
profoundly affected our institutions and our attitudes than the creation of a technology of abundance. - Even the old tropes have given way:
neither dollars nor calories can measure the distance which separates gagne-pain from gagne-hi/leek. 1 Yet the concerns of this book seem
much less remote today than they did when it was conceived in the late sixties. In the past few years we have begun to worry, with a sort of
expiatory zeal, about the state· of our environment, the size of our population, the political economy and the morality of the allocation of
goods and jobs, and the future of our resources. While computer projections cast a malthusian pall over our world, we have had a bitter, firsthand taste of shortages of all kinds. The sempiternal battle between producers and consumers rages with a new ferocity, as high prices
provoke anger on the one side and celebration on the other. Even as famines continue to strike the third world in the thermidor of the green
revolution, so we have discovered hunger in our own midst.
In 1934, voters hoping to turn the tide of the Great Depression backed an unlikely candidate for governor of California: Upton Sinclair,
muckraking author of The Jungle and lifelong socialist. Amazingly, Sinclair swept the Democratic primary, leading a mass movement called
EPIC (End Poverty in California). Alarmed, Sinclair’s opponents launched an unprecedented public relations blitzkrieg to discredit him. The
result was nothing less than a revolution in American politics, and with it, the era of the “spin doctor” and the “attack ad” on the screen was
born. Hollywood took its first all-out plunge into politics. In a riveting, blow-by-blow narrative featuring the likes of Franklin Roosevelt, Irving
Thalberg, H. L. Mencken, William Randolph Hearst, Will Rogers, and Katharine Hepburn, Greg Mitchell brings to life the outrageous
campaign that forever transformed the electoral process.
A compelling page-turner, Mainliner Denver delivers a shock to the system. Fasten your seat belt. Lock your tray table and get ready - it's
going to be a bumpy ride. Join history buff and researcher Andrew J. Field as he probes the annals of aviation history, unraveling the mystery
behind the bombing of Mainliner Denver. In an absorbing and investigative style, Field paints a picture of the aviation world leading up to and
following this incredible story.
Winner of the J. B. Jackson Prize for the Best Book in Cultural Geography!
A miraculous, funny, eye-opening and inspirational story for all animal lovers. Between five and twelve million animals are euthanized across
the United States each year--more than one thousand every hour. Quentin, a Basenji mix, survived his death sentence and with his new
owner, Randy Grim, has launched a campaign to end euthanization in shelters. Grim is the subject of the book "The Man Who Talks to
Dogs," and the founder of Stray Rescue of St. Louis.
A new edition of Kaplan’s landmark study on eighteenth-century French political economy, reissued with a new Foreword by Sophus A.
Reinert. Based on research in all the Parisian depots and more than fifty departmental archives and specialized and municipal libraries,
Kaplan’s classic work constitutes a major contribution to the study of the subsistence problem before the French Revolution and the political
economy of deregulatory reform. Anthem Press is proud to reissued this pathbreaking work together with a significant new historiographic
companion volume by the author, “The Stakes of Regulation: Perspectives on ‘Bread, Politics and Political Economy’ Forty Years Later.”

The Railroad Construction Worker Passbook(R) prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects
you need to study.
'Reality Redefined' is a collection of 15 short stories with plots ranging from the seemingly mundane to characterizations of
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creatures from alternate dimensions and distant planets. The various characters become entangled in situations involving angels,
demons, a masterful illusionist, a shape-changing seductress, the spirit of a murdered child, etc. The action moves from an
observation of street people panhandling in the Atlantic City bus terminal, to a space explorer permanently marooned on a hostile
planet, to a man challenged by a minion of Satan to trade his life for that of his daughter, etc., all without missing a beat. For any
person who is a fan of science fiction, fantasy, and the paranormal, this is without a doubt a must-read book.
From Columbus' voyages to the New World through today's prison expansion movements, incarceration has played an important,
yet disconcerting, role in American history. In this sweeping examination of imprisonment in the United States over five centuries,
Scott Christianson exposes the hidden record of the nation's prison heritage, illuminating the forces underlying the paradox of a
country that sanctifies individual liberty while it continues to build and maintain a growing complex of totalitarian institutions. Based
on exhaustive research and the author's insider's knowledge of the criminal justice system, With Liberty for Some provides an
absorbing, well-written chronicle of imprisonment in its many forms. Interweaving his narrative with the moving, often shocking,
personal stories of the prisoners themselves and their keepers, Christianson considers convict transports to the colonies; the
international trade in captive indentured servants, slaves, and military conscripts; life under slavery; the transition from colonial jails
to model state prisons; the experience of domestic prisoners of war and political prisoners; the creation of the penitentiary; and the
evolution of contemporary corrections. His penetrating study of this broad spectrum of confinement reveals that slavery and
prisons have been inextricably linked throughout American history. He also examines imprisonment within the context of the larger
society. With Liberty for Some is a thought-provoking work that will shed new light on the ways in which imprisonment has shaped
the American experience. As the author writes, "Prison is the black flower of civilization -- a durable weed that refuses to die."
Traces the life and career of the former Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, including his role as head of the Warren Commission,
and assesses his impact on American society
Presents the artist's sketches, sumi paintings, and watercolors depicting the austerity, hardship, hope, and beauty he discovered in
the internment camp, and includes a collection of his interviews and correspondance.
The Last Gasp takes us to the dark side of human history in the first full chronicle of the gas chamber in the United States. In pageturning detail, award-winning writer Scott Christianson tells a dreadful story that is full of surprising and provocative new findings.
First constructed in Nevada in 1924, the gas chamber, a method of killing sealed off and removed from the sight and hearing of
witnesses, was originally touted as a "humane" method of execution. Delving into science, war, industry, medicine, law, and
politics, Christianson overturns this mythology for good. He exposes the sinister links between corporations looking for profit, the
military, and the first uses of the gas chamber after World War I. He explores little-known connections between the gas chamber
and the eugenics movement. Perhaps most controversially, he has unearthed new evidence about American and German
collaboration in the production and lethal use of hydrogen cyanide and about Hitler’s adoption of gas chamber technology
developed in the United States. More than a book about the death penalty, this compelling history ultimately reveals much about
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America’s values and power structures in the twentieth century.
Between 1623 and 1960 (the date of the last execution as of 1999), Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island and
Vermont legally put to death more than 700 men and women for a wide variety of capital crimes ranging from army desertion to murder. This
is a companion volume to Legal Executions in New York State and Legal Executions in New Jersey, both published by McFarland. It is
comprised of chronologically arranged biographical entries for the executed persons. Each entry gives personal data on the executed person,
including age, ethnicity, and gender, as well as a detailed account of the crime for which he or she was sentenced to death and information
on the place and method of execution. Fully indexed.
Between 1933 and 1935, Lorena Hickok traveled across thirty-two states as a "confidential investigator" for Harry Hopkins, head of FDR's
Federal Emergency Relief Administration. Her assignment was to gather information about the day-to-day toll the Depression was exacting
on individual citizens. One Third of a Nation is her record, underscored by the eloquent photographs of Dorothea Lange, Walker Evans, and
others, of the shocking plight of millions of unemployed and dispossessed Americans.
Examines the relationship between art and journalism in the 1930s, and discusses how intellectuals strove to be relevant during this trying
time by using their own involvement in labor struggles to influence their art.
Innocent graphically documents forty-two recent criminal cases to find evidence of shocking miscarriages of justice, especially in murder
cases. Based upon interviews with more than 200 people and reviews of hundreds internal case files, court records, smoking-gun
memoranda, and other documents, Scott Christianson gets inside the legal cases, revealing the mistakes, abuses, and underlying factors that
led to miscarriages of justice, while also describing how determined prisoners, post-conviction attorneys, advocates, and journalists struggle
against tremendous odds to try to win their exonerations. The result is a powerful work that recounts the human costs of a criminal justice
system gone awry, and shows us how wrongful convictions can—and do—happen everywhere.
Amerika, Florenwerke, Kalifornien.
For Viewers of the TNT Series I Am the Night and Fans of the Root of Evil Podcast, the Bestselling Book That Revealed the Shocking Identity
of the Black Dahlia Killer and the Police Corruption That Concealed It for So Long A New York Times Bestseller An International Bestseller A
New York Times Notable Book An Edgar Award Finalist In 1947, the brutal, sadistic murder of a beautiful young woman named Elizabeth
Short led to the largest manhunt in LA history. The killer teased and taunted the police and public for weeks, but his identity stayed a mystery,
and the murder remained the most tantalizing unsolved case of the last century, until this book revealed the bizarre solution. Steve Hodel, a
retired LAPD detective who was a private investigator, took up the case, reviewing the original evidence and records as well as those of a
separate grand jury investigation into a series of murders of single women in LA at the time. The prime suspect had in fact been identified, but
never indicted. Why? And who was he? In an account that partakes both of LA Confidential and Zodiac, for the corruption it exposes and the
insight it offers into a serial killer’s mind, Hodel demonstrates that there was a massive police cover-up. Even more shocking, he proves that
the murderer, a true-life Jekyll and Hyde who was a highly respected member of society by day and a psychopathic killer by night, was his
own father. This edition of the book includes new findings and photographs added after the original publication, together with a new postscript
by the author.
Theodore Hamm uses the 1960 execution of Caryl Chessman as a lens for examining how politics and debates about criminal justice
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became a volatile mix that ignited postwar California. The effects of those years continue to be felt as the state's three-strikes law and
expanding prison-construction program spark heated arguments over rehabilitation and punishment. Known as the Red Light Bandit,
Chessman allegedly stalked lovers' lanes in Los Angeles. Eventually convicted of rape and kidnapping, he was sentenced to death in 1948.
In prison he gained significant notoriety as a writer, beginning with his autobiographical Cell 2455 Death Row (1954). In the following years
Chessman presented himself not only as an innocent man but also as one rehabilitated from his prior life of crime. He acquired an
enthusiastic audience among leading criminologists, liberal intellectuals, and ordinary citizens, many of whom engaged in protests to halt
Chessman's execution. Hamm analyzes how Chessman convinced thousands of Californians to support him, and why Governor Edmund G.
(Pat) Brown, who opposed the death penalty, allowed the execution to go forward. He also demonstrates the intrinsic limits of the popular
commitment to the rehabilitative ideal. Rebel and a Cause places the Chessman case in a broad cultural and historical context, relating it to
histories of prison reform, the anti-death penalty movement, the popularization of psychology, and the successive rise and decline of the New
Left and the more enduring rise of the New Right.
During World War II, Port Chicago was a segregated naval munitions base on the outer shores of San Francisco Bay. Black seamen were
required to load ammunition onto ships bound for the South Pacific under the watch of their white officers--an incredibly dangerous and
physically challenging task. On July 17, 1944, an explosion rocked the base, killing 320 men--202 of whom were black ammunition loaders. In
the ensuing weeks, white officers were given leave time and commended for heroic efforts, whereas 328 of the surviving black enlistees were
sent to load ammunition on another ship. When they refused, fifty men were singled out and charged--and convicted--of mutiny. It was the
largest mutiny trial in U.S. naval history. First published in 1989, The Port Chicago Mutiny is a thorough and riveting work of civil rights
literature, and with a new preface and epilogue by the author emphasize the event's relevance today.
Outside the Lines traces how sports laid a foundation for social change long before the judicial system formally recognized the inequalities of
racial separation. Integrating sports teams to include white and black athletes alike, the National Football League served as a microcosmic
fishbowl of the highs and lows, the trials and triumphs, of racial integration. Watching a football game on a Sunday evening, most sports fans
do not realize the profound impact the National Football League had on the civil rights movement. Similarly, in a sport where seven out of ten
players are black, few are fully aware of the history and contributions of their athletic forebears. Among the touchdowns and tackles lies a rich
history of African American life and the struggle to achieve equal rights. Although the Supreme Court did not reverse their 1896 decision of
"separate but equal" in the Plessy v Ferguson case until more than fifty years later, sports laid a foundation for social change long before our
judicial system formally recognized the inequalities of racial separation. Integrating sports teams to include white and black athletes alike, the
National Football League served as a microcosmic fishbowl of the highs and lows, the trials and triumphs, of racial integration. In this
chronicle of black NFL athletes, Charles K. Ross has given us the story of the Jackie Robinsons of American football.
A writer and a photographer provide a photographic view and narrative account of their trip through California
William Randolph Hearst's dazzling "castle" at San Simeon, California, is famous world round, yet only the aficionado can name Julia Morgan
as the architect who built it. For more than thirty years she worked with Hearst in a rare collaboration, creating not only his art-filled hilltop
palace but also a fairy-tale Bavarian "village" known as Wyntoon and many other commercial and domestic structures. Yet the Hearst
commissions, notable as they are, are not Morgan's only claim to fame. One of the first women to graduate in civil engineering from the
University of California, Berkeley, Morgan was the first woman ever to earn a certificate in architecture from the prestigious Ecole des BeauxPage 5/6
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Arts in Paris. Returning to her native San Francisco in 1902, she was well placed to profit from the surge of building that followed the great
earthquake just four years later. A member of an informal "old-girls'" network that linked the leaders of the increasingly active women's
organizations, Morgan received commissions for schools, clubs, and conference centers, including major YWCA buildings from Salt Lake City
to Honolulu. Churches, hospitals, sanitariums, sororities, and shopping centers - she designed them all, in a long career notable for a total of
more than 700 structures designed and built. Her light-filled houses were carefully crafted in styles ranging from Arts and Crafts to
Mediterranean and sizes ranging from modest cottage to elegant mansion. Her swimming pools were voluptuous, climaxing in the two
peacock-hued beauties at San Simeon. Given the sweep of Morgan's accomplishments, it is astonishing that this is the first substantial book
ever devoted to her career. Painstakinglyresearched for more than a decade by Sara Holmes Boutelle, founder of the Julia Morgan
Association, this handsome volume lovingly documents Morgan's life and work. Letters, snapshots, working sketches, and blueprints bring
the proces
This revised edition of Taylor's classic work on the internal-combustion engine incorporates changes and additions in engine design and
control that have been brought on by the world petroleum crisis, the subsequent emphasis on fuel economy, and the legal restraints on air
pollution. The fundamentals and the topical organization, however, remain the same. The analytic rather than merely descriptive treatment of
actual engine cycles, the exhaustive studies of air capacity, heat flow, friction, and the effects of cylinder size, and the emphasis on
application have been preserved. These are the basic qualities that have made Taylor's work indispensable to more than one generation of
engineers and designers of internal-combustion engines, as well as to teachers and graduate students in the fields of power, internalcombustion engineering, and general machine design.
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